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maples residence reminds me a lot of egypt. its also got a courtyard that turns into a swimming pool, gardening areas and a fountain. maples
bought her home from melvin stone, a family friend. stone says he loves the home. but what about all the great monuments of ancient egypt?

the real question is why did that civilization die? where were the pyramids built? the pyramids are an important part of the egyptians story.
but where did they come from? which area of egypt was responsible for the magnificent pyramids? looting archeological sites is an extremely

dangerous and time-consuming activity that can damage sites and has often delayed the discovery of knowledge that's been lost. the
pyramids were built more than 1,000 years before the first pyramids in egypt had been built. to be able to build them, pyramids builders had
to be at least 100 years old. in private, lehner has been a vocal critic of the scanning of pyramids. "the giza pyramids have not been properly
preserved in their entirety," he has said. "they were originally covered in stone and mortar, and what remains is now made up of sifted earth,
allowing for all kinds of crevices." he has worried aloud that the original pyramids were covered in a kind of skin-like material called plastite,
which could be ruined by the destructive laser scanning the ssp and gia are using. lehner has also expressed concern about the possibility of

radioactivity, both that of the air and from tomb contents. and he has expressed dismay that the ssp and gia have not produced a more
detailed analysis of what is being scanned, thereby avoiding the ire of egypt's antiquities ministry, which has the final say in antiquities

decisions.
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